
• What was the effect of the establishment of the Academy of Iran in 
1935 under the direction of Mohammad Ali Foroughi? And are the 
next academies – the Academy of Persian Language founded in 1968, 
and the Academy of Persian Language and Literature in 1989 – 
moving towards the same goals? 

The Academy was established following the growing attention to the 
nationality and the focus on the fact that Iranians are not of Arab nations, 
and to distinguish Persians from Arab nations and therefore taking Persian 
language into more consideration as a nationalism element. Meanwhile 
insistence on using Persian and avoidance of using Arabic words, made 
moderate litterateurs like Mohammad Ali Foroughi and Sayyed Hassan 
Taqizadeh to oppose the excessive use of obsolete Persian words. On the 
other hand, as the poet enjoys writing poetry, a prosateur also enjoys 
writing good pleasant melodious words. The first Academy began its work 
based on this consideration and also to improve Persian language features. 
But national sentiments encouraged avoiding the use of even some very 
common Arabic words among nationalists. This kind of sentimentalities 
existed among some of the extremist nationalists who believed the Arab 
invasion of Iran and suppressing the Zoroastrianism to be a great loss; and 
even if not openly expressed, its mere existence in the back of the mind of 
some patriots had led to opposing Arabic language, attempting to wipe 
Persian language clean of Arabic words and expressions, even if deeply-
rooted and widely common. Discarding the Arabic words, sometimes, 
necessitated the usage of obsolete Persian words. For some, these 
sentiments led to writing in pure Persian and creating new words and 
rules; as Sayyed Ahmad Kasravi, a notable historian thoroughly fluent in 
the Arabic language, developed a language with new rules not always easy 
to understand while he had used to write clear and melodious Persian. But 
the fact is that not all Arabic words have exact equivalent in the Persian 
language; therefore, insistence and excess in eliminating Arabic words 
decreases the richness of the Persian language. For instance, in Persian 
language we use 12 derivative words from a three-letter etymon 
 which are deeply-rooted and commonly ,(elm, meaning knowledge) "عــــلـم"
used; words such as عـــالـــم (ālem, meaning knowledgeable), عـــلوم (olūm, 



meaning sciences),  مــــعـلـوم(ma’alūm, meaning known), تــــعـلـم  (ta’alom, 
meaning learning), مــــعـلـم  (mo’allem, meaning teacher), تـعـلیـم  (ta’allīm, 
meaning teaching), اعــــالم  (e’elām, meaning annunciation), اســــتــعــالم 
(este’elām, meaning inquiry), عــــالمــــه  (allāme, meaning scholar), الیـعـلـم 
(lāya’alam, meaning unknowledgeable). Persian language is full of Arabic 
words; accepting and giving them a right to belong in the Persian language 
is, in my opinion, a good thing for our language. All these beautiful and 
eloquent odes in Persian language would not be at all possible to compose 
if it wasn’t for the Arabic words which allow rhyming up to more than a 
hundred times. It is not important where the origin of all these words is. 
About half of the English words come from the French language; yet no 
English speaker shows hostility towards these words. It’s a pity to damage 
the richness of the language because of being against Arabs or Islam. 

• Nonetheless, do you agree that word-making in itself, not necessarily 
against every Arabic word, if systematic and consciously, and as you 
mentioned not excessive, is useful and helps enrich the Persian 
language? 

Sure, time and circumstances are changing thus these changes and what 
follows these changes lead to new concepts whose expression may need 
new words. The language evolution is a result of the evolution of the 
thinking. 

Experts in Persian language, and probably familiar with one or two other 
languages as well, are better to make new words, without excess or 
exaggeration, for new concepts, like for example for new concepts in 
psychology such as "نـاخـودآگـاه" (unconscious) or "نـھاد", "پـدنـھاد" , andھـم" 
 .in philosophy (thesis, antithesis, and synthesis, respectively)  نــــھــاد"
However, one should consider that the new words must find their way to 
be accepted and to be used; otherwise they get eliminated automatically. 
Journalists have a great ability to produce such words and to determine 
whether or not the people would welcome them. Doctor Sadr Al-din Elahi, 
is a notable example. He has a prose that is smooth, expressive, and 
powerful to keep the balance when making new words. I believe the term 



 for Simin (the great lady of Persian poem) ”بـــزرگ بـــانـــوی شـــعر فـــارسی“
Behbahani is one of his successful creations. Of course, individuals such as 
Mohammad Ali Foroughi and Taqizadeh, were taking the principle of 
balance into consideration from the very beginning of the Academy’s work. 
Foroughi published a thesis titled “my message to the Academy” for his 
peers in the Academy and others, which showed a healthy logic, 
intellectual moderation, and an extraordinary positive enthusiasm which 
you can still enjoy reading it.


